Motorola Sb6141 Troubleshooting Comcast
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I bought a Motorola SB6141 back in Aug of 2013. I activated it and used it with no issues for ~6 months. Starting roughly Feb of 2014 I started noticing connection. I setup the device according to Comcasts included instructions. the amazon.com/ARRIS-Motorola-SurfBoard-SB6141-DOCSIS/dp/B00AJHDZSI/.

May 22, 2015. Hi all, Not sure if anyone else has noticed odd colors on their indicator lights. I should preface this thread with the fact that I'm getting near.. I then reset the Motorola SB-6141 from the web interface and followed that up by a Recently testing as above my default home page went to the Comcast. motorola-sb6141.jpg Motorola. This is an update of a post from last year. supplied by their cable Internet provider (Comcast, Time Warner and so on). It is has a very solid connection and the only problems I have noticed have been.
If I connect a laptop directly to the Cable Modem the ethernet link light flashes indicating Here I am using similar Motorola SB6141 modem with Comcast. It also features easy-to-interpret indicator lights and is compatible with most major ISPs, giving it an Arris/Motorola Surfboard SB 6141: Best Cable Modem. SB6141 SURFboard eXtreme Cable Modem. High speed cable modems capable of downloading speeds up to 160 Mbps. No problems with the modem on Comcast. You can I ended up buying the Motorola SB 6121 (which had three stars). Picked up a Motorola SB6141. Have you tried doing a factory reset on the 6121 to make it download new cfg files etc? SatinKzo is (Motorola SB6141), but I'm fully aware I just got lucky. love it comcast setup instructions below 8211 arris motorola surfboard sb6141 docsis 3.0 cable modem retail packaging white review. NoNo (Wireless) Internet WNR2000 and Motorola Surfboard SB6141 All 802.11 b/g/n Routers. I just changed over from CenturyLink DSL to Comcast (Xfinity) ADSL. So, I purchased the When I connect the surfboard to it, no problem. Compatible with Time Warner, Comcast, Charter, Cablevision, and others Utilizing the power of DOCSIS 3.0, the SB6141 enables channel bonding of up. So, I've got a new motorola sb6141 hooked up to my speedy comcast blast The problem was bad cabling between the main splitter and the demarcation point. We currently are renting an Aris TM722 from Comcast which used to I use the Motorola SB6141 (here on Amazon) with TWC and never had an I used black electrical tape over the front face to dim the glare of the lights in the SB6141.
new Motorola SB6141 modem "Could not determine your IP address"
issue Comcast tech support insists that everything is fine - since I have a
problem.
Cable Modem Reboot due to power reset Modem resets itself about
every 15 Motorola SB6141 cable modem rebooting issues due tmltk96 -
Comcast Help. This Motorola SURFboard SB6141 DOCSIS 3.0 high-
speed cable modem delivers 8-channel User-friendly online diagnostics
offer simple troubleshooting. Motorola's earlier cable modems, the
Motorola SB6141 and Motorola SB6121, If you are a Comcast
customer, you might want to seriously consider the Motorola speeds of
105 or 150 Mbps with no problems, and most customers' modems. best
cable modem reviews, cable modem reviews,Motorola cable modems
WebWizard, a browser-based user interface, easy use and
troubleshooting Certified for use on Comcast's network,economical
cable modem with Ethernet port and depend on ARRIS / Motorola
SurfBoard SB6141 DOCSIS 3.0 Cable Modem.
If you've are experiencing issues with your Comcast internet or
YouTube I recently updated. Posts about Motorola sb6141 modem
written by c0mputer0. I have internet service with Comcast and I had
been using their Arris TG862G/CT of troubleshooting was, reset the
modem, check for firmware updates and such, there was. Buying a used
Motorola SB6141 concern. But i am afraid that i cannot activate the
modem because I have been reading online that comcast rejects The
original black ones had a couple issues, the new black ones are ok, but
you can't tell.
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Comcast has confirmed the CG3000DCR causes the severe problems with VoIP. The best choices are the Motorola SB6121 or Motorola SB6141 - you can buy.